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WELCOME!WELCOME!
To the Full Pelt Magazine!

Follow Full Pelt on Social Media!

@fullpelt

@fullpeltmusic
on Facebook

on Instagram, X, TikTok and YouTube

Packed full of music news, reviews and more!

This week we head to Cambridge to catch

The Hunna on their UK Tour and we have an

exclusive interview with The Pale White!

Also in the Full Pelt Magazine this week we review

Fall Out Boy live in London, plus new albums from

The Struts, The Cadillac Three, Black Water

County and WARGASM!

Plus we have updates from Green Day, Bruce

Springsteen, Takedown Festival, IOW Festival,

Pendulum, Bob Vylan, Feeder, Kaiser Chiefs, The

Beatles, Kid Kapichi and more in our News Report!
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Newcastle trio The Pale White have just released their
brand new EP ‘A New Breed’, and we caught up with
singer Adam Hope!

You put your debut album 'Infinite Pleasure' out in
April 2021, which of course was a difficult time for the
industry, was it frustrating not to be able to promote
the record in the usual way?

“The pandemic was make or break. If feel a lot of bands
left the conversation… but not us. Technically on paper,
it was the worst time to release what was a highly
anticipated debut album. And it did feel that way at the
time… Something we had build on for 5 years and
poured our lives into. But in hindsight, it’s a lesson to
enjoy every second. A lot was put into perspective and
we can only be grateful that the album campaign was a
life line which kept us breathing, at a time when oxygen
was in short supply for bands. As they say - ‘The show
must go on’… and it did.”

THE PALE WHITE

NEWS REPORT
Exclusive Interview!

When did you set about writing your new EP 'A New Breed' and what motivated your writing this time around?

My time has mostly been consumed with writing for Album 2. I don’t particularly stick to a specific direction whilst
writing… I’ve learnt the hard way that if I force myself to write in a certain style, I’ll only ever hit the wall. And if I
double down, that wall may as well be a mountain. So, I just let it flow. In batches of 3 or 4 a particular mood oozes out
of me and allows me to figure out what’s next. So what a better way to bridge the gap? Release some songs that don’t
fit the ‘vibe’ of the bigger picture. The songs from ‘A New Breed’ didn’t make the second album, but only because they
don’t belong in the same sonic lane. Also, it was a great way to introduce Dave our new bassist, and generally be
releasing music again.

THE PALE WHITE - UK TOUR DATES
Wednesday, December 6th: Deaf Institute, Manchester

Thursday, December 7th: Garage, London
Friday, December 8th: Rough Trade, Nottingham

Saturday, December 9th: Sunflower Lounge, Birmingham
Tuesday, December 12th: King Tuts, Glasgow



The first taste of new music was 'How Far Can You
Push A Man?', what stood out about this song to
make it your big statement return single?

It felt exciting! The song didn’t exist 3 weeks prior to
entering the studio. It was booked for something
different, but once we jammed the idea, we felt it would
only be right to carry the excitement and energy
straight into the studio. You can tell really, the
arrangement is quite basic but it definitely carries the
message of ‘we’re back and louder than ever’! Usually
you can sit on a song for a good while before releasing
it, and by then you’re probably a bit sick of it… but with
this one, it felt so new that I actually felt like a fan of
my own band giddily waiting for release day just around
the corner!

NEWS REPORT
Exclusive Interview!

You'll take 'A New Breed' out on the road this December, what have you got planned for these shows?

Our last set of UK dates was our debut album tour in 2021, and as previously mentioned it was during the pandemic. It
was at that funny time where you were ‘allowed’ to go out, but there were numerous rules in place that sucked any fun
away, and Boris kept changing his mind about whether it was safe or not depending what side of the bed he got up on… a
weird time indeed! BUT, this time… No holds barred. We are tearing the roof off of every single gaff we enter. Making
up for lost time, we’d love to play this EP, showcase some new material and even pull some oldies out the bag for the
hardcore TPW fans. This tour will be a statement to show the world The Pale White takeover is imminent. 

EP REVIEWEP REVIEW ‘A New Breed’
‘A New Breed’ provides fans with the first slab of new music from The Pale White post-debut album ‘Infinite
Pleasure’. With the band looking to reaffirm themselves as being amongst the finest purveyors of rifftastic rock n’
roll, this EP acts as a great next step for the band.

The promotion of that debut album was of course impacted by the pandemic so this EP acts almost as a bridge
between that record and what comes next. For that purpose it’s job done for the band as these six tracks deliver a
short, sharp shock of groovy and infectious rockers which remind you of what the band have to offer.

The Pale White



There has been a lot of news in the Green Day camp including a UK Stadium Tour which you can
see in the tour announcements section of our News Report.

The band have also shared details of their brand new album, ‘Saviors’, which is out January 19th.

The trio celebrated all this news with a brand new single, ‘The American Dream Is Killing Me’.

GREEN DAY

New Releases

NEWS REPORT

This week also saw the release of
what has been described as the final
ever single from The Beatles.

‘Now and Then’ was made using AI
restoration technology during the
making of Peter Jackson’s Get Back
movie.

THE BEATLES



AMONGST LIARS

NEWS REPORT

BOB VYLAN

Chelsea Wolfe has announced her new album,
‘She Reaches Out To She Reaches Out To She’,
and shared new single/video, 'Whispers in the
Echo Chamber.'

Wolfe explains, “It’s a record about the past
self reaching out to the present self reaching
out to the future self to summon change,
growth, and guidance. It’s a story of freeing
yourself from situations and patterns that are
holding you back in order to become self-
empowered. It’s an invitation to step into your
authenticity.”

Normandie, have released Ritual’, the latest
single from their forthcoming new album,
‘Dopamine’, set for a February 9th 2024.

"Until death do us part", but what about after
that? “Ritual is a song about falling for
someone and wanting to promise more than
just the time here on earth,” says frontman
Philip Strand. “But also the afterlife. An
eternal vow, written in blood, like a ritualistic
wedding. Connecting to the storyline of the
upcoming album, Ritual is about
Neurotransmitters and how we overuse them,
about oxytocin and enormous power of the
human touch.”

Bob Vylan have revealed details of album 3
with ‘Humble As The Sun’ out on April 5th!

Vylan said “What started as a handful of
conversations with the Sun grew into an album
that I cannot wait to share with you all.”

CHELSEA WOLFE

Rising UK rockers Amongst Liars just keep
upping the tempo, this time with new single
'Ready for This?'.

The song continues to build anticipation for
the band's upcoming second album ‘Design’,
due March 2024.

The band comment: "'Ready for This' has a
pretty simple premise and is written about
taking risks in life, being true to yourself and
not taking s**t from people who criticise and
try to put you down. It comes from recent
lived personal experience, so to us is very
uplifting when we perform it."

NORMANDIE

#fullpeltmusicnewsreport

New Releases

Photo credit:  Jacob Papinniemi

Photo credit:  Duncan Tyler

Photo credit:  Ebru Yildiz



Beans On Toast shares new single ‘The Dragicorn’.

Beans says: “This is a song about playing dragons
and unicorns with my five-year-old daughter. For all
my songs about saving the world, really the most
important thing I can be right now is a good Dad.
Parenting isn't easy, but it's amazing, and while I
try to teach my daughter about life, she teaches me
what life is about. Many folks would have seen her
this Summer as she came to loads of festivals and
always gets up on stage for a bit of a dance and a
little go on the microphone, always stealing the
show…. She's a big fan of rock n roll - so this song
had to be a rock n roll song.”

BEANS ON TOAST

New Releases

NEWS REPORT

Pet Needs have shared the first taste of new music
with ‘Separation Anxiety’.

As frontman Johnny explains: “’Separation Anxiety’
is an unconventional, subverted love song about my
wife Lorna. We have been together almost 15 years
and had never spent more than two weeks apart
until last year. I know Lorna would absolutely
cringe at anything too over-sincere, so shouting
that I love her more than anyone else does is more
her style!”

“It also explores the notion of loving oneself, which
seems to have been pedalled for the last decade by
sloganeering self-destructive indie bands who don’t
practise what they preach. Maybe I fit into that
camp, too. Dammit.”

PET NEEDS

Photo credit:  Travis Shinn



MOTHER MOTHER

NEWS REPORT

PENDULUM

Casey have revealed the details of their third
album, ‘How to Disappear’, to be released 12th
January.

The quintet have also released their new
single, the title track, 'How to Disappear'.

Casey comment: "How to Disappear seeks to
unravel the enduring impact we leave on our
loved ones after our time has come to an end.
This record explores the enigmatic
intersection of existence and grief across the
course of 12 songs.
 
"This album is our most ambitious project to
date, and we hope you'll accept our invitation
to be a part of it.”

Los Angeles quartet Dead Poet Society have
announced their second album ‘Fission’, due for
release on 26th January 2024.

"In a lot of ways this album is about unpacking
those emotional pains that come with being an
adult," frontman Jack Underkofler says. "The
past few years have left me in a constant
state of growth through the life events of
which I've had little control, or which didn’t
pan out the way I wanted them to. There's a
'before' you, and an 'after' you, and there's
no going back. Life tends to force your hand,
and it's futile to fight it. You have to accept
that things that happen to you will change you,
and let them build you into the next phase of
who you are. There is a constant battle to not
mourn who I was, because the things you go
through define you as a person and turn you
into a person worth being. But that can be
difficult to wrestle with. There is a positive to
it, but it is birthed through a lot of pain."

Pendulum release their brand new single
‘Mercy Killing’ with Scarlxrd, as they release
their brand new EP 'Anima'.

The band will also be embarking on their
biggest UK tour to date in March 2024.

CASEY

Mother Mother share new single , ‘The Matrix’,
from ‘Grief Chapter’, out February 16th.

Ryan Guldemond explains, “Death and grief
rooted themselves in these songs, but not
morosely. It’s used more as a reference point
for how to live more fully and presently. Life is
fleeting, therefore it’s precious, and death is
the most effective way I know to frame this
miracle of living.”

DEAD POET SOCIETY

#fullpeltmusicnewsreport

New Releases

Photo credit:  Mackenzie Walker

Photo credit:  Chandler Moyer

Photo credit:  Martyna Bannister



Therapy? have unveiled their mind melting AI
generated video for ‘Woe’.

“After over three decades as a band and numerous
promo videos it’s intriguing to find our gnarly
vessels represented in AI” jests Andy Cairns. “The
song itself is looking at finding a way out of misery
and looking ahead. Focusing on things you can
change and using bad experiences as a springboard
to make the right moves.

“The riff was written by Neil on a keyboard and
then interpreted on a guitar with a POG Pedal for
its unique sound. The middle eight is classic
Therapy? melancholic euphoria while the chorus
seeks anthemic joy from struggle.”

THERAPY?

New Releases

NEWS REPORT

New Model Army have released ‘First Summer
After’, the opening track from their upcoming new
studio album, ‘Unbroken’, as a first single. The
album arrives on January 26th.

“We were writing and recording ideas in our own
studio from mid-2021 and had already decided
early on that our number one choice to mix it would
be the legendary Tchad Blake. The album sounds
like us, but different again, and it has been
beautifully mixed – full-on, dynamic and musical,”
the band have revealed.

NEW MODEL ARMY

Photo credit:  Tom Hoad



HOT LIST!

Mother mother 

'the matrix'

just added

Pet Needs

'Separation anxiety'

listen on spotify

Beans on toast

'the dragicorn'

Kid Kapichi

'tamagotchi'

Bob vylan

'He’s a man'

Green Day

'The american dream is killing me'

The beatles 

'now and then'

Normandie 

'Ritual'

Buzzard Buzzard Buzzard 

'therapy'

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/07e6Xvj1w6TuzMLocsfxHp?si=7a640b6f3cc74c45


The world is a serious place right now, and inevitably the musical landscape follows trend. An awful lot of bands
take themselves far too seriously these days and seem almost afraid to just let it all hang out and have a little fun.

It’s unlikely though that anybody has ever accused The Struts of taking themselves too seriously. Their incredible
live reputation comes from the outlandishness of their performance and on record they are just as enthrallingly
enjoyable!

‘Pretty Vicious’ represents their fourth studio effort and perhaps acts as the truest testament of their
personality. Opening with the all out ‘Too Good at Raising Hell’, the album sees the band wearing their collective
hearts on their sleeves.

From all out rockers like ‘Do What You Want’ and ‘Rockstar’, to slower grooves like the title-track and ‘Bad
Decisions’, the band really flex their songwriting muscles. The album almost feels like a band trying to prove
themselves as more than just a great live act.

Ultimately there can be no doubt that the band are in top form and that with ‘Pretty Vicious’ they’ve managed to
create a glorious rock n’ roll hurricane.

ALBUM REVIEWALBUM REVIEW
The Struts

‘Pretty Vicious’

ALBUMALBUM  
REVIEWREVIEW

WARGASM
‘Venom’

WARGASM seem to have become something of a marmite band since they first captured imaginations with a string
on standalone singles which coincided with the start of the pandemic. One thing that everyone has agreed on
though is that a full debut album is required to truly understand which camp you’ll fall in. Almost by design, and in
line with their career so far that album arrives in the shape of ‘Venom’ and you’re either going to love it or hate it!

If you’ve had the opportunity to catch the band live over the past couple of years (and the odds are that you have!),
you’ll know the energy and passion that the band exude. It’s often difficult to capture that on record but the band
have done so perfectly on ‘Venom’ and you’ll find it hard not to bang your head to the likes of “Minigun” and the
aptly titled “Bang Ya Head ”.

As polarising as the band seem to be, ‘Venom’ simply doubles down and that. This is WARGASM and sticking with
the theme of this review – you will either love them or hate them, there is no in-between!



The Cadillac Three have made their name on the back of their unstoppable ability to write sublime country rock
songs. Singer Jaren Johnston’s songwriter capabilities are so sought after these days by other artists that it’s a
surprise that the band have time to write a new album!

But they have! Yes, ‘The Years Go Fast’, represents the trio’s sixth studio effort and again sees them in fine form.
Album opener ‘Young & Hungry’ provide the title of the album in its lyrics and sets the tone for the record from the
opening notes.

Since releasing two albums in 2020, the band have experienced a pandemic, the loss of loved ones and the birth of
new life after which Johnston admits the band needed a “breather”. It should be no surprise that when the band
reconvened the source material has been big life changes. The outcome is perhaps naturally a more mature sound
which is reflected perfectly by the lyrical content and album title.

Whilst there is an added maturity, there is still a playful experimentation in the albums sonic palatte with
elements of country, rock, funk and metal all evident at times. Ultimately this feels like a stock take record,
whereby the band fuse everything that they’ve learned over the past decade or so and produce these twelve tracks
as a document of their career thus far.

‘The Years Go Fast’ is a very apt title as it does seem that despite the tedium of lockdown, recent years have flown
pasts; perhaps as a consequence of all the big life events that have cascaded into a short timeframe. That does
mean that this a highly relatable album and musically, lyrically and relevancy wise that makes this The Cadillac
Three at their very best.

ALBUM REVIEWALBUM REVIEW
The Cadillac Three

‘The Years Go Fast’

LIVE REVIEWLIVE REVIEW
Fall Out Boy

O2 Arena, London
Friday 3rd November 2011

Fall Out Boy have been taking their latest album, ‘So Much (for) Stardust’ out on the road in recent weeks and
tonight is their second packed night at the O2 in London. Both nothing, nowhere and PVRIS deliver brilliant opening
sets before the group hit the stage to the delirium of their fans.

Fall Out Boy have established themselves as a great live act already and with an extravagant stage show again
providing a magnificent backdrop to their hits, this tour more than meets expectations. With festivals announcing
their line-ups at the moment, Fall Out Boy have proven themselves more than capable of topping the bill!



Over the past decade Black Water County have built their reputation through great live shows and two albums full
of traditional folk storytelling delivered with a punk rock attitude. Now they share their third studio album which
manages celebrate everything that makes the band who they are but also offers a glimpse of where their story
takes them next.

‘The Only Life Worth Living’, is a passionate and urgent stand against life’s pitfalls, trials and tribulations. The
music is uplifting and encourages the listener to make the most of the life that they’ve been given. It may be a tale
as old as the sun but it’s never been more relevant than it is now and the band deliver the message superbly with
their innate ability to craft a fine song.

Sonically this album is an encapsulation of everything you’d expect from the band but dialled up to eleven. There
are songs here that go harder than the band ever has before and that adds to the urgency of the overriding themes
perfectly.

Four of the albums ten tracks appeared in advance of the release and did give a good insight into what to expect,
because the rest of the album is just as stirring. This isn’t a case of the singles standing out above a mediocre
album – no, every track here stands on its own and the album as a whole is sublimely inspiring.

Ten years in and Black Water County feel like they are just about to really hit their stride and take themselves to
new heights. ‘The Only Life Worth Living’, may just be their catalyst for earning wider respect and appreciation for
their talents.

ALBUM REVIEWALBUM REVIEW
Black Water County

‘The Only Life Worth Living’

Black Water County join us on
The Full Pelt Music Podcast

Episode 27 out now



LIVE REVIEWLIVE REVIEW
The Hunna

Junction, Cambridge
Monday 30th October 2023

All photos (c) Denis Gorbatov / Full Pelt Music

It’s the night before Halloween and it’s a typical autumnal evening in Cambridge. The bars and restaurants are
bustling and the Junction is doing what they do best and welcoming music fans in for an eclectic night of
entertainment.

The first act to grace the stage this evening is Band of Silver
hailing from Nashville. The sibling trio have a modest early
crowd to win over, but they set about doing just that. The
three bands tonight are an eclectic mix as already mentioned,
but Band of Silver are pretty darn eclectic themselves!

Mixing rock and pop with elements of new wave and prog,
there is an awful lot going on with their sound. This isn’t a bad
thing and certainly makes for an interesting half hour,
although the audience doesn’t really reciprocate the energy
exuded from the stage. Further exploration of Band of Silver
is definitely on the agenda though as the band do the most
important thing and leave a mark.

The main support act on the tour are Sick Joy who slow things
down with their darker, grungier sound. The crowd has grown
in both size and intensity as the venue is captivated by the
groovy rockers.

Following the release of their debut album last year, Sick Joy
are already building their next phase and recent single,
‘Hypodermic Sunshine’, gives a positive glimpse of what’s to
come. The band are well on the way to establishing themselves
as a must see act and shows like tonight will only grow their
fanbase further.



Cultivating a fanbase isn’t something that has been a problem for our
headliners The Hunna. Ever since the band broke through in 2016
they’ve been on the cusp of huge things. Their debut album has
ensured that the band will always be able to pack out venues like
tonight and it’s no surprise that by the time the band come on the
venue is full and raring to go.

From the moment the band arrive onstage you feel in the presence of something special and the atmosphere ramps
up throughout the likes of ‘We Could Be’, ‘Fugazi’, ‘I Wanna Know’ and ‘Can’t Break What’s Broken’.

Self-titled album, ‘The Hunna’ takes centre stage tonight amidst a well structured, career-spanning setlist. The
album continues the bands momentum and is a great collection of songs, many of which come across well live
tonight with ‘Apologies’ and show ender ‘Trash’ particular highlights.

The main set closing run of ‘She’s Casual’, ‘Bonfires’
and ‘Dare’ is electric as you’d expect and with the tease
of new music on the horizon, it’s very clear that The
Hunna still have plenty more to offer.

The main set closing run of ‘She’s Casual’, ‘Bonfires’ and ‘Dare’ is
electric as you’d expect and with the tease of new music on the
horizon, it’s very clear that The Hunna still have plenty more to
offer.

All photos (c) Denis Gorbatov / Full Pelt Music
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Amongst Liars
'Ready for This?'

Dead Poet Society
'How Could I Love You?'

Casey
'How To Disappear'

Listen on Spotify

New Model Army
'First Summer After'

Therapy?
'Woe'

Chelsea Wolfe
'Whispers in the Echo Chamber'

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/5nOOxAVs15G5PxOT7C1lsp?si=b0a163c5fb004267




NEWS REPORT

‘Tis the season! No, no, no... not that season! We are talking about festival announcement season and this
week we have plenty to run through in our News Report!

We start out with the always amazing 2000trees who this week revealed 40+ bands joining already
announced first headliners The Gaslight Anthem.

Former guests on our Podcasts Pet Needs, Carsick, The Xcerts and KITE THIEF all return after their
fantastic sets this year.

They are joined by the likes of Boston Manor, Kids In Glass Houses, The Mysterines, Lambrini Girls, The
Pale White, snake eyes, Tropic Gold and Unpeople!

2000TREES

Festival Announcements

‘After a successful return this year, Takedown Festival returns to Portsmouth next year with headliners
Creeper and Dinosaur Pile-Up!

Also on the bill will be A, Hell Is For Heroes, Stone Broken, Mason Hill, Dream State, BLACKGOLD, Snayx
and recent ‘Discover’ New Music Podcast guests North Atlas.

Kai and Sarah Harris of Takedown Festival Ltd said:

“We are really excited to announce today the first bands for the Takedown Festival 2024 line up! Now
expanded to 2 days, 2024 will be the biggest Takedown Festival ever and we are determined to make it
the best yet! We have been blown away by the support and feedback we have received since bringing back
one of the best-loved events to the South Coast earlier this year, including three nominations in the UK
Festival Awards, and we are delighted to see Takedown staking its place as one of the key rock festivals in
the calendar. The line-up announced so far offers a great range of bands and we’ve got more exciting
announcements to come!”   

TAKEDOWN FESTIVAL

https://takedownfestival.com/
https://dice.fm/partner/mailer-buy-tickets-2024/event/l9l9w-2000trees-2024-weekend-11th-jul-upcote-farm-cheltenham-tickets?dice_id=1696464&dice_channel=email&dice_tags=organic&dice_campaign=Mailer+BUY+TICKETS+2024&dice_feature=marketing&utm_source=2000trees+Festival&utm_campaign=a1dc03e5b3-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2023_01_16_02_26_COPY_02&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_-2d78b179c3-%5BLIST_EMAIL_ID%5D&mc_cid=a1dc03e5b3&mc_eid=7e574a50c4&_branch_match_id=939797277038620620&_branch_referrer=H4sIAAAAAAAAA02NwQ6CMBBEv0YuBlgKFTUhBkENiaiJXjxtartqI1UDxe8X8OJt8ibz5m7tu5n7fqWfD09pSd7V%252BKXQFdUMWLRorcHm1daSEgYAtiZqxmtqrP6IyulbKcxb6NszEYGSEBK%252FhO6qTIstZml5SIvNDjtTiBBgMEFgyCaY7Q%252FnLg57Q0q3JiHTnQ7AUm0SQJepeHoJ4pkM3RFfbovjCX%252FeIh%252Fx3DESpVZ%252Frz2hjsTE40hwkNEXxN96vN0AAAA%253D




NEWS REPORT
Festival Announcements

RADAR
Genre-busting Radar Festival returns, with the first wave of bands announced for the 2024 edition.

Festival co-organiser Catherine Jackson-Smith comments: "I’m not sure I can hide my delight at Dirty Loops
returning to RADAR Festival. Musically, when we booked them in 2022, it was a defining moment for RADAR
Festival, signalling that we were prepared to push boundaries. I won’t ever deny they are one of my favourite
bands so I can't wait to see them in our stunning new venue for an even bigger party!
 
"It’s never easy is it?! We’ve been booking bands right up to the last moment of this announcement, some didn’t
make it and we’ll be following up with more bands soon! I know people will be blown away with what we've booked,
it's worth waiting for!"

https://www.radarfestival.co.uk/


NEWS REPORT
Festival Announcements

ISLE OF WIGHT FESTIVAL
The iconic Isle of Wight Festival has announced their first names for 2024!

Next year will see The Prodigy, Pet Shop Boys and Green Day headlining the event with huge slots also confirmed
for The Streets, Keane and Simple Minds.

They are joined on the eclectic line-up by Crowded House, The Darkness, The K’s, Suede, Blossoms, Nothing But
Thieves, McFly and more.

https://isleofwightfestival.com/news/2024-headliners-and-more?utm_source=social&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=onsale24


NEWS REPORT
Festival Announcements

BEARDED THEORY
Bearded Theory has announced another stellar line-up for 2024 including Jane’s Addiction!

They are joined by Amyl and the Sniffers, Dinosaur Jr, Bob Vylan, New Model Army, Wargasm, Ferocious Dog, Punk
Rock Factory, Beans On Toast, Green Lung, Big Special, Hotwax, Problem Patterns, Sonic Boom Six, The Meffs and
many more!

https://beardedtheory.co.uk/




NEWS REPORT
Tour Announcements

FEEDER
Feeder have announced details of their new album, ‘Black / Red’ and revealed a full UK Tour for March.

Vocalist, guitarist and writer Grant Nicholas expands on the new album: “I really wanted the album to be split in
two parts for the listener, CD1 and CD2, black and red rather than be one long player, almost like a musical
production with an interval. Making it was a very creative time for me as a writer and a real labour of love. Making
the Black / Red album for me personally was a musical pilgrimage and I feel the end result is undeniable Feeder.”

https://feeder.tmstor.es/


NEWS REPORT

KAISER CHIEFS

Kaiser Chiefs have announced details of the ‘Easy
Eighth’ tour will will celebrate their upcoming new
album.

Tour Announcements

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN

The Boss himself will return to the UK next
summer with dates in Cardiff, Sunderland and
London where Bruce Springsteen and the E Street
Band will play two dates at Wembley Stadium!

https://linktr.ee/kaiserchiefsofficial
https://brucespringsteen.net/


NEWS REPORT

KING NUN

Recent Full Pelt Music Podcast guests King Nun
have announced details of a headline UK Tour in
support of new album, ‘LAMB’!

Tour Announcements

CHRIS SHIFLETT

Chris Shiflett has announced a full UK tour in
March 2024.

Shiflett says, “I can’t wait to get back over to the
UK and Ireland for another run of dates! The tour
we did last spring was amazing, the best we’ve
ever done. The crowds were wild so I can’t wait to
see what it’ll be like touring now that the record is
out.We’ll definitely mix in a few more new tunes in
addition to the older stuff.”

https://kingnun.lnk.to/lambtourukPR
https://tix.to/ChrisShiflett


NEWS REPORT

BUZZARD BUZZARD BUZZARD
Buzzard Buzzard Buzzard announce new UK and
single ‘Therapy’.

Speaking on the single, frontman Tom Rees says:
"Not surprisingly I wrote Therapy after I had my
head squeezed like a giant cyst and years and
years of backlogged pus just started oozing out
(“my father” this and “my mother” that). I was so
impressed by how great I felt that I became a
massive nuisance to everyone around me telling
them they need to go to therapy - big “a person
you kind of know telling you that you NEED to
watch Breaking Bad” vibes - so this song was
really an extension of that. More than anything it
was a fun opportunity to be creative with imagery
around feeling frustrated, and the freedom that
came from getting the help to understand why."

Tour Announcements

BLOSSOMS
Blossoms have announced details of their biggest
headline gig to date at Wythenshawe Park,
Manchester.

Speaking about the show, Blossoms’ Tom Ogden
says: 'Headlining our biggest show yet at
Wythenshawe Park is going to be THE moment of
our career so far for us. It makes me think of me
and Joe going to watch Oasis and The Stone Roses
at Heaton Park back when we were teenagers and
how important these big summer Manchester
shows are to people. It made us want to be in a
band, affected what we wore and changed our
lives forever. To misquote Dorothy, 'Lads, I've a
feeling we're not on Oldham Street anymore!’

https://buzzardbuzzardbuzzard.com/
https://blossoms.tmstor.es/


NEWS REPORT
Tour Announcements

KID KAPICHI
Kid Kapichi have revealed details of new studio album, ‘There Goes The Neighbourhood’ which will be released on
March 15th. Alongside the news came new single, ‘Tamagotchi’.

The band have also confirmed a UK/EU Tour which will take place immedietely following the release.

https://www.kidkapichi.com/
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LAKE MALICE
Following the release of their debut EP Post-
Genesis, Lake Malaice have announced details of
their first full UK headliner tour.

You will be able to catch the band on the road next
March!

Tour Announcements

SAINT AGNES
Saint Agnes have released a video for 'Body Bag',
featuring rising trap-metal artist Mimi Barks. The
band also revealed their 2024 ‘Bloodsuckers’ tour!

Kitty A. Austen comments: 
 
"We made a minute and a half of pure fury and
there was only one person I could think of to
match it. There’s nothing i love more than working
with badass women. Hope you enjoy as much as I
did making it."

https://www.lakemalice.com/
https://www.wearesaintagnes.com/
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THE K’S
As they build towards the release of their debut
album, The K’s have now revealed details of their
largest ever headline tour.

The spring run of shows includes a date at the
huge O2 Victoria Warehouse in Manchester.

Tour Announcements

BLACK HONEY
Black Honey have revealed details of their biggest
headline shows to date.

Described as an all inclusive extravaganza, support
will come from Picture Parlour and Kynsy as the
band play shows in Brighton, Bristol, Leeds and
London early next year.

https://linktr.ee/TheKsOfficial
https://linktr.ee/blackhoneyuk
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HAYSEED DIXIE
Maximum Rockgrass is coming your way once
again next May as Hayseed Dixie reveal details of
their latest lengthy trek around the UK!

Tour Announcements

DELAIN
Delain have announced a November 2024 tour of
the UK & Ireland.

The band said, “After the great success in London
and Manchester earlier this year, we decided to
come back with a dedicated tour across the
islands to party with you guys once again!”

https://hayseed-dixie.com/
https://www.delain.nl/?fbclid=IwAR1T1CXRUaLjntsTe2M-hzqWQwmBJ8NI9EJIl6FMeqHOWY_YTAh1WyxXtUg


LYRICSLYRICS
ON THE BRAIN

Can you name each song from the lyrics?
Go on give it a go - the theme this week is:

GREEN DAY

I AM ONE OF THOSE MELODRAMATIC FOOLS
NEUROTIC TO THE BONE NO DOUBT ABOUT IT

SO MAKE THE BEST OF THIS TEST, AND DON'T ASK WHY
IT'S NOT A QUESTION, BUT A LESSON LEARNED IN TIME

I'M HAVING TROUBLE TRYING TO SLEEP
I'M COUNTING SHEEP BUT RUNNING OUT

WHEN YOU'RE AT THE END OF THE ROAD
AND YOU LOST ALL SENSE OF CONTROL

ANSWERS: 1) ’Basket Case’ 2) ‘Good Riddance (Time of Your Life) 
3) Brain Stew 4) ‘21 Guns 5) Holiday

HEAR THE SOUND OF THE FALLING RAIN
COMING DOWN LIKE AN ARMAGEDDON FLAME



Suffolk-via-Essex quartet, Tropic Gold share
‘GET OVER IT’.

“With the daily torment of what feels like never
ending noise, GET OVER IT comes from a place of
seeing a version of yourself that you want to be, like
being reunited with someone,” share the band. “The
chorus saying "I've been waiting for you", after not
knowing whether you should bother anymore
because it looks like that person or versions of you
might not turn up. Someone only needs to see a
glimmer of hope to push them back into a more
stable head space.”

Tropic Gold - ‘GET OVER IT’

Jock - ‘Moving’

Interlaker - ‘The Hunger’

Listen, Follow and Discover your new favourite act on our ‘Discover’ New Music Playlist

Then find out the stories behind the songs on our ‘Discover’ New Music Podcast!

Irish trio Jock get ready to make their mark
with the release of raucous new single
’Moving’.

Interlaker, the brand new duo that is David
Jakes, formerly of Lonely The Brave and Jack
Wrench, formerly of Arcane Roots, have revealed
their beautiful new single 'The Hunger'.

The band comment: "We're very excited to finally share
our debut single 'The Hunger'. One of the first tracks we
wrote together and certainly a song that really cemented
the kind of music we wanted to make.
 
"There's so much more to come but we are proud to be
starting it all off with this track."

DISCOVER
N E W  M U S I C  P L A Y L I S T

Encapsulating the claustrophobia of the housing
crisis in Ireland, ‘Moving’ is a garage-punk
infused single that packs a powerful punch. 

“You go to a house viewing in Belfast, there’s a
queue of people out the door and at least four of
them are your friends”, the trio explains. “You get to
the front of the queue and a man in a suit tells you
the rental price has just went up by £300 per
month. You try to fill in an application form anyway
and before you’ve even done that, they want you to
pay £200 just to apply”.

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2dogEtfVpJfG9ahJwSl6ky?si=fe038bf394b54e1d
https://fullpeltmusic.com/discover-new-music-podcast/


DISCOVER
N E W  M U S I C  P O D C A S T

headcage north atlas

kite thief death of me

recent guests

listen on spotify,  apple
podcasts, youtube, google

podcasts,  amazon music,
castbox, deezer, radio public,

pocket casts & more



Make sure that you catch-up with all previous
issues online!

In the last issue we featured cover stars Skindred
as they hit the road with new album, ‘Smile’. We also
reviewed Philip Seth Campbell and Rival Sons live in
Cambridge! Plus album reviews for Chris Shiflett,

Within Temptation and more!

Plus we had the latest from the likes of IDLES,
Lonely The Brave, Blackout Problems,  Liam

Gallagher, Slash and more in our News Report.

LAST WEEK

IN THE FULL PELT MAGAZINE

ICYMI

NEWS REPORT

CATCH UPCATCH UP
at www.fullpeltmusic.com!

https://fullpeltmusic.com/category/fullpeltmagazine/
https://fullpeltmusic.com/category/fullpeltmagazine/
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